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Part one 

“Where am I?” Jane Goodall opened her eyes with a sort of blurry, 

white light shinning in her eyes. About a minute later the mysterious, 

blurry, white light disappeared, somehow out of the odds the white 

blurry turned greener than ever, it took shape into a half-drawn leaf, 

as I looked slowly to the tip of the leaf, it could be seen, a dewdrop 

fell on my eye….  I came back to life.  I gasped for air, it felt like the 

oxygen had disappeared. Finally, as the air approached my lungs I 

blessed the million trees that surrounded me. I thanked mother 

nature for taking care of me. Alongside the trees massive leaves 

covered the way with different species of insects and many 

wonderful things.  Seeing the best, I could with my “once swollen 

eye”. After daydreaming in this lovely scene, I stood up and rustled 

the leaves in front of my eyes, they smoothly crossed my chin.  A 

human like mammals back caught my eye, it was rather a 

magnificent scene, but as much as a good memory lasts two cold 

hearted men approached slowly to the mammal, without any 

consent or reason they captured the little being. Randomly a large 

bunch of bananas fell on my head I was knocked out cold: Once again 

out of the odds the same burry white light entered my eyes. As my 

eyes gradually opened the same mammals I saw earlier, which were 

captured had surrounded me.  They gestured with a funny like sign 

language, it seemed like they were trying to communicate with me, I 

realised they have great minds. Their leader confusingly looked at 

me and gestured to his fellow friends to fetch something, I laid there 

in pain and confusion; a short time later two of the leader’s friends 

came with leaves covered in honey. Whilst I said a little prayer and 

was in awe of what they were doing I wondered what was in these 

wonderful being’s mind?  They gently lifted me and placed my back 

against a tree while observing me from head to toe.  My eyes try to 



adjust and make out who these amazing mammals are. After these 

“mini-Einstein’s” had picked me up and place me gently in a safe 

place my eyes somehow made a figure of a short human like being 

with soft teddy bear like fur.  Two more mammals arrived with a 

half-broken coconut filled with fresh luscious clean water from the 

nearby stream. The young intelligent minds fed me the water sip 

after sip. I felt a slight bit of life energy enter me. After the leader 

ordered his fellow tribe members to do something, I couldn’t quite 

decipher what he was communicating but the being stood really 

close to me and moved me so gently to rest on the forest floor.  

Deep inside my heart I felt that little did they know that great 

rewards were coming their way.  The beings wrapped a gigantic leaf 

around my head, I felt the pain from the bruises on my forehead. I 

had always thought there was a limit to intelligence or even IQ but 

these beings expanded their knowledge in how they worked 

together unlike humans and generated intelligence as a team.  I was 

shocked and taken back how their brains worked. After wrapping the 

large leaf on my head, they used two of their fingers to dip in the 

honey and smoothly crossed my forehead to use as a glue. I also 

wondered if they knew the healing properties of honey itself. I was 

once again shocked by the gentleness and thought process of these 

outstanding minds. After some time, the beings left me and slept to 

the left and right of me. I slept in the middle of the forest while 

feeling warmer than a fresh blanket, it was a memorable moment in 

my life.  But once again as much as good memories last….  When I 

awoke after a fresh snooze ready to stretch, but as I stretched, I 

realised the beings weren’t near me? I thought they had gone to 

their home, but at that exact moment I heard a truck engine start 

and I saw my friends in deep sadness. I felt great anger and cursed 

the human who was driving the truck. The chase was on I am going 

to retrieve my new found friends; my heart hurt as I saw them 

trapped with no hope inside a dirty, cramped metal cage. 



Part two 

Jane Goodall has lost her friends, who we have not discovered yet 

who they are? However, Jane does not step back to watch and 

hesitate she makes a quick direct decision, read on to find out more. 

With a decision chosen with no regret Jane ran straight to the 

mammals without a care to her own safety, she ran on the path as 

fast as a Lamborghini. She accelerated and jumped onto the truck 

with a loud BANG! The cruel men driving the truck got suspicious and 

checked their rear mirrors right and left. she stood in the middle 

holding her breath, her friends gestured in excitement and now with 

a clearer mind she realised who these mammals were, they are 

chimpanzees. The force of the truck breaks hit hard interrupting her 

thoughts and attempt of communicating with her new friends. With 

all the determination and will she smash the lock with an iron bar 

that was in the back of the truck, not only the lock broke, so did the 

cage bars. Luckily the truck stopped and Jane and her friends quickly 

evaluated their situation looking at the way that leads straight back 

to the forest. One by one they jumped exuberantly out of the truck 

Jane followed them quickly looking back to ensure they didn’t get 

seen. The chimps strolled along in a line and Jane noticed there was 

an extra chimpanzee? It was the one from before, in the beginning 

who was captured by the cruel men. That’s how one touch and a 

fallen bunch of bananas started a revolution.  Jane and her new 

found friends looked into the distance of their forest and all smiled, a 

bright future was ahead, the same white blurry light approached 

Jane….  


